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Read each sentence. Draw a line under the words that have the caw sound. 
Write each word on the lines.

saw draw haul August

walk stalk tall small
al and the a in all can also stand for the caw sound.

Aw and au usually stand for the sound a crow makes.

 1.  Tac likes to call her pals and talk.

 2.  Frits likes to draw with chalk.

 3.  The kids got a new ball at the mall.

 4.  You must walk in the hall, not run.

 5.  All the kids drink milk with a straw.

 6.   An author visited  
us in August.

We do

I do
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Spelling List

draw

yawn

awful

fault

August

called

smallest

chalk

walk

talk

today

away

We do

I do

Ay stands for the long a sound. 

 say stay play today

Write ay to complete the words.

 1.

d__

2.

p__

3.

h__
 4.

spr__

5.

cl__

6.

tr__
7.

cr__ons

8.

pl__
9.

Y__! It’s my birthd__!
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When you write a date, put a comma between the day and the year.

            March 5, 2017             September 1, 2009

When you write about a place, put a comma between a city and a state. 
Remember, sometimes just two letters stand for the name of a state. 

            Tampa, Florida              Rutland, VT

Read each sentence. Put commas after words in a group that tells about three or more things.

When you write about three or more things in a row, put a comma  
after all but the last thing.

Today is hot, sunny, and breezy.
Do you want to swim, bike, or run?
We’ll have milk, sandwiches, chips, and apples for lunch.

Put commas between days and years or between cities and states.

We do
1.  Alec did not speak Spanish French or Chinese.

2.  Alec played soccer with Sal Tic and Lily.

3.  Alec flipped twirled tossed and kicked the ball.

4.  Have you ever played soccer basketball or baseball?

I do

We do
5.  October 31  2017 6.  Flagstaff  AZ

7.  Frankfort  Kentucky 8.  July 4  1776
I do
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Remember, the caw sound that a crow makes can  
be spelled aw, au, or al, or with a in all words.

 saw author chalk ball

We do

I do

Write the correct words in the blanks.

1.  Alec doesn’t  much, but he plays soccer very well.

2.  Tic  Alec a good goalie.

3.  Cass put a little  on the eggs.

4.  Do you want to  or take a  ?

5.  A worm sandwich would taste  ! 

6.  It was my  that the cup broke. 

tall     talk

called     collar

sail     salt

drip     draw walk     wall

awful     after

flat     fault
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We do

I do

T  is a rainy d  . 

The sky is dark and g  . 

I wish the rain would go a  !  

Then I could go out and p  .  

What will I do if I s  inside? I could draw with my 

c  or make a shape with c  .  

It m  not be so awful that it’s raining.  

P  inside is fun too!

Remember, ay stands for the long a sound.

 say spray hay

Complete the sentences. Use the ay words below. 

 day may play clay gray
 stay away today playing crayons
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1.  What is the new kid, Alec, like?  
 He talks a lot and brags about being a soccer star. 
 He doesn’t talk much, but he’s a good soccer player. 
 He is just learning how to play soccer.

2.  How does Alec show the kids he is a good soccer player?  
 He stops the ball from going into the goal.   
 He tells them he has played soccer for a long time.   
 He scores lots of points for the team.

3.  What do the kids do to show they want to visit a farm?  
 They plant bulbs in the dirt.   
 They pick blossoms for the farmer.   
 They act like farm animals.  

4.  What will happen if a kid doesn’t bring a signed letter to class?  
 The kid can’t visit the farm.   
 The kid can’t plant bulbs.   
 The kid will have to stay after school.  

5.  What is something about Alec that no one understands?

Answer the questions about the Reader stories on pages 84–91. Fill in the circle by the correct 
answer for 1–4 and write the answer for 5.  Look back at your Reader if you need help.
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Oi and oy make a pig sound.  
When you hear that sound at the end of a word,  
you usually spell it oy. boy toy joy

When you hear that sound at the beginning or in the middle,  
you usually spell it oi. oil coin boil

We do

I do

Complete the sentences. Use the oy and oi words below.  

 boy joy enjoy join coin point spoil

Oink, oink.

1.  Alec is the new b  in Ms. Blossom’s class.

2.  Sal asked him to j  the soccer team.

3.  “Do you e  soccer?” he asked.

4.  I hope rain won’t s  the game.

5.  A c  was tossed to see which team kicked first.

6.  Alec scored the winning p  .

7.  The Superkids clapped with j  !
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ow = Ow! ou = Ouch! ôw = Snow!

Ou and ow can both stand for the sound you  
hear in Ouch! and Ow!     shout    shower

But sometimes ow stands for the long o sound,  
often at the end of a word. 

shôw    yellôw    slôw    snôw

Read the story. Underline all the ou and ow words.  
Write each word in the correct column.

We are proud to grow flowers. The plow digs rows in the 
brown ground so we can plant seeds. When the winter winds 
blow, the seeds stay safe below the snow. In April, the clouds 
bring rain, and the seeds begin to sprout. The blossoms come 
out in May. A big crowd comes when we sell them in town!

We do

I do

Spelling List

boy
enjoy

joined
points

shout
ground
around

crowd
flower

snow
below
yellow
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Complete the sentences. Use the ou and ow words below.  

 flower brown ground shout  
 around below grow yellow

Remember, ou and ow can both stand for the sound you hear  
in Ouch! and Ow!     pound     crown

But sometimes ow stands for the long o sound,  
often at the end of a word. 

snôw    grôw    flôw    rôw

We do

I do

Today we got on a  bus to go to a farm. A cat lay at  

the top of the steps by the door. A puppy lay just  .

We walked  the farm to see all the animals.  

We saw a white cow with  spots. We saw a pig dig in the 

 . It dug up a small  and ate it.  

The farmer told us what plants he will  this fall.  

We all gave a loud  when we saw a mouse.
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We do

brown
now

below tow
own

show

yellow

crown flower clown

Remember, ow can stand for the sound you hear in ow and cow. 
But sometimes it stands for the sound you hear in show, especially 
when the letters ow are at the end of a word. 

Read each ow word below. If the letters ow stand for the sound in cow, color the tree for that word 
green. Then draw a line connecting the green trees to make a path from the cow to the barn.

I do
window

mow

grown

flow blow
towersnow

gown down

bowl

tomorrow

wow

power
growl

town

how

low
row

slow
snowman rainbow

allow

shower frown
towel
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Remember, when you hear the pig sound at the end  
of a word, it is often spelled oy.       joy      destroy

When you hear the pig sound in the middle of a word, 
it is often spelled oi.      spoil      moist

We do

I do

Write oy or oi to complete the words in the sentences.

1.  Which t  do you like best?

2.  This c   n  is a penny.

3.  Which b  has a yellow shirt? 

4.  Ettabetta plants a bulb in the brown s   l  .

5.  Alec and Sal enj  playing soccer. 

6.  Water will b   l  faster if you put a lid on the pot. 

7.  When bananas sp   l  , they turn brown.

Oink, oink.
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 blouse dove freeze  snore 

    

    

Some words have a Tag-along e. 

             mouse       house
The e is silent, but it doesn’t change the sound of  
the vowels in the word. It just tags along. You have  
to remember the e is there when you spell the word. 

             love       noise       leave       else

Write the rhyming words. Remember the Tag-along e.

4.3.2.1.

We do I do
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1

2

3

4 5

6

7 8

9

10

11

boy

enjoy

joined

points

shout

ground

around

crowd

flower

snow

below

yellow

Write words from your spelling list to complete the crossword puzzle.

Across
 3.   To move in a circle is to move this way.
 6.  Under or down low
 7.  To like something a lot

 9.  The color of the sun
 10.  What falls during winter
 11.  Your feet stand on this.

We do

I do

Down
 1.  To make a loud noise
 2.   A lot of people together  

are called this.
 4.   What you may score in  

a game

 5.  A kind of plant
 6.   A child who will become  

a man
 8.   Became part of 

something, came 
together with something

Spelling List
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Homophones are words that sound the same but have 
different spellings and meanings. You must know the 
meaning of the word to spell it correctly.

She rode her bike on the road.

Read the book  so we hear.

Did Mom say you are  to go?

A clown wears a red .

She  the right answer.

 when you see a comma.

My dog has brown .

Show me the  to your house.

 the apples on the scale.

The baby started to .

Throw me the . 

allowed

knows

way

paws

ball

Write the correct homophone.

aloud

nose

weigh

pause

bawl

1.

3.

4.

5.

We do

2.

I do
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Answer the questions about the Reader stories on pages 92–101. Fill in the circle by the correct 
answer for 1–4 and write the answer for 5.  Look back at your Reader if you need help.

1.  How does Ms. Blossom’s class know what to bring on their trip?
 They asked kids in other classes what to bring.
 Ms. Blossom tells them everything they need to bring.
 They make a list of what to bring.

2.  Why is Icky being a grouch at lunch?
 He isn’t allowed to go on the trip. 
 He has a secret he is not happy about. 
 He is mad at Doc and Sal.

3.   Why does Icky think Alec signed his  
own class trip letter?
 He saw Alec sign the letter.
 He knows Alec is not allowed to go on the trip. 
 The letters in the name were backward.

4.  Why does Frits say they should talk to Ms. Blossom?
 Frits does not like Alec.
 Ms. Blossom helped Frits when he had a problem.
 He thinks Ms. Blossom will be mad if they do not tell.

5.   Is it smart for Sal to ask Alec about the letter first? Why or why not?
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